BRISBANE AIRPORT

TRANSFER INFORMATION

Arrive International Terminal – transfer to the Domestic Terminal

Step 1: Follow the Orange ‘Domestic
Transfer’ signs. Proceed to Customs &
Immigration. All passengers transferring
need to go through immigration checks
on arrival to Brisbane.

EPassport Holders: Passengers
holding an Epassport should use the
kiosks available in the concourse before
entering the Customs Hall.

Step 2: Collect your baggage and
proceed to the quarantine check point.

Step 3: Proceed through the exit doors
and turn right following the orange
signs to Domestic Transfer in front of
the terminal on the same level.

Step 4: Take the FREE Transfer
Bus to the Domestic Terminal. The
bus runs every 10 minutes between
the terminals.

Step 5: Arrive at the Domestic
Terminal and follow the signs and
flight information screens to your next
flight gate.

For further information www.bne.com.au
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Qantas & Virgin Australia Passengers
Arrive International Terminal – transfer to the Domestic Terminal

Step 1: Follow the Orange ‘Domestic
Transfer’ signs. Proceed to Customs &
Immigration. All passengers transferring
need to go through immigration checks
on arrival to Brisbane.

EPassport Holders: Passengers
holding an Epassport should use the
kiosks available in the concourse before
entering the Customs Hall.

Step 2: Collect your baggage and
proceed to the quarantine check point.

Step 3: Proceed through the exit doors
and turn right, following the orange
signs to ‘Domestic Transfer Desk’.
Domestic Transfer Bus Stop in front of
the terminal on the same level.

Step 4: Drop your baggage and collect
your next boarding pass.

Step 5: Take the FREE transfer bus
to the Domestic Terminal. The bus
runs every 10 minutes between the
terminals. On arrival follow the Qantas/
Virgin Australia signs to your domestic
flight gate.

For further information www.bne.com.au
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Transfer options between terminals

Approximately 4km between terminals

International
International Terminal
Terminal

Domestic
Domestic Terminal
Terminal

Transfer by bus, train or taxi

Brisbane Airport’s International Terminal is located 4KM from Brisbane Airport’s Domestic Terminal. There are a variety of
options for transferring between terminals including:

Free Airport Transfer Bus

Airtrain

Taxi

The Airport Transfer Bus is free and
runs every 10 minutes between the
International and Domestic Terminals.
The bus operates between 5AM
– 23:00PM.

Airtrain departs every 15 minutes during
peak times between the terminals.
Tickets are $5 per person and can be
purchased at the train platform and the
Visitor Information Centre.

Both International and Domestic
Terminals have official taxi ranks
conveniently located outside
the terminals. Simply follow the
‘taxi’ signage.

For further information www.bne.com.au
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